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SECREt
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DISCOVERER II Launch and Operation (Secret)
(Reference Item. lA, April 7, -1959 and
Item: 3, April 6, 195~ Reports)

DISCOVER.]:R llwas launched from V.a.ndenberg AFB at 1318 PST
13 April 1959. Local.and telem.etry dctta provided early indication that
insertion into polar orbit w.as succe~sful with preliminary deduction of
Perigee at 158 statute miles, Apogee 445 statute miles, period 94. Z
minutes. On first pass Alaska, Vandenberg .AFB and Hawaii acquired
and tracked the sa-tellite. On pass two Kodiak acquired on doppler and
radar at 1615 psT. Hawaii acquired on doppler and radar at 16z4PST.
~

Orbital parameters were refined during the night. By 0400 PST
these were established to be: Perigee 152 statute miles; Apogee 220
statute miles; period 90.5 minutes; aJid inclination angle 90.02 degree,
alm.ost eXCi.ctly polar.

r

Confirming tracking data were obtained by the east-west surveillance fence across southern United States and by Millstone radar in
Mas.sachusetts on passes seven. and eight south to north.
Command contact with the vehicle for 17 nrlnutes during each
revolution was'dependent ona control tirningsequence in which a predicted period of 94.56 .minute s was set into the system prior to launch,
to be reset for a,ctu.u period by command on secolld or third pass. Reset
command was sent to the vehicle on. second, pass but timer failed to reset.
Failure of til:n:er reset has resulted in drift of receiver availability for
command to the south along the orbit, advancing about four m.inute~ with
each revolution around the earth, by the fourth turn taking vehicle command
control out of reach of both Alaska and Hawaii.
The recovery operational sequence was based on the timing program.
Objective was to reset the timer to achieve delivery of the recovery capsule nearljawaii. A remote pos sibil:j.ty remains that on revolution fifteen
the receiverrnaybe reached by the Vandenberg AFB transmitter to
achieve this objective. However, if this is not accomplished the accumulative error of approximately four minutes per revolution will result in
programmed capsule delivery to earth near North Pole at approximately
1600 PST the 14th of April. In this case, recovery attempt will be
cancelled.
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It.em 2.

D.ISCOVERER II Launch and Operation - Continued

Achievements of test .80 far to be noted areas follows:
Gomplex lift-off, first and s.econd s.tage functions achieved.

~V

Polar orbit objective achieved with orbital param.eterswithin
goalss.et with vehicle burnout weigh-to! 16311bs.
Vehicle stabilization achieved.
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News accounts based on testimony given April 13 and 14 before
House Conunittee on Science and Astronautics have cc:tlled attention
to DOD research projectsee~g to take full advantage of what is called
"ground-effect." This refers to the cushion of air.rM~~f between a
:machine a short distance above theg:i:ound and the ground its.elf.
Applications are:
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I} The aeria.1-vehicle type of VTOL aircraft that operates
withip. the ground cushion as ~ vehicle riding on air but, after
obtaining a rninimu:rn velocity, functions as an aircraft and
is supported by aerodyna:rnic forces generated by its forward
motion.

~

2) A vehicle, sometimes called a mini:rnum ground-pressure
vehicle, that operates at all n:rnes within the ground cushion
over open land or sea are-as. The :rnovem.entof this vehicle
is not restricted by mud, snow, ice or other similar surface
obstacles that impede the movement of wheeled vehicles.
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Ground-Effects Macl;Ull~s(Secret)

3} A vehicle that operates on .th:e air-bearing concept, which
is that friction with the surface terrain is significantly reduced
by a thin film of air between the surfaces of the vehicle and the
support.

Principal pro?ect curr~ntly being pursueaTs the "Secret" AVRO
project now planned 1n two =<\Jor phaaes:
The first - to develop ~ subsonic air vehicle capable of
flight at low altitudes oilly, sponsored by Army. Fir.st flight
vehicle has belm nearly cOD:lpleted and is shortly to undergo
preliminary flight tests. Has a circular plan for.rn about 18
feet diameter with over-all height of about 5 feet and; a general
appearance rese:rnbling the popular conception of a "flyingsaucer. 11
It is powered by 3 jet engines. which are utilized as gas generators.
These engines are s~etrically disposed about the vertical
center line of the aircraft with their exhaust directed tangentially
through ducts to drive a lar·ge axial flow fan located in th~ center
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. quantities of air through an. intake on the upper surface of the
vehicle and exhausts it downward t1u:ough annul~ passage beneath
the outer rUn. of the vehicle. Feasibility studies and wind tunnel
tests have shown that the vehicle will have ability to take off and
land vertically, hover, arid fly horizontally at speeds up to about
200 knots.
H this pro.gram. proves succes.siul, Air Force plans ~dditional
research and develop:ment on.a supersonic vehicle of so:mewhat sbnilar
configuration. Feasibility studies of the supersonic version indicate a
perfor:mance potential..on the .order of Mach 3 and 100, 000 ft. altitude
utilizing conventional turbojet power plants.
PreS$ :mentions potential military applications of the ground cushion
effect vehicle in the for:m of flying taIlks and aircraft carriers whid:t could
:move rapidly above the surface of the water. These practical applications
of the idea :may be pos·sible at some remote future date. Howev~r, at
p:r;-esent work is. i~ the e~ly explo.ratory stages, and it is apparent that
solutions to a number of major techni.cal problem.:s :must be found before
the practical applica:tion.s will be achieved in operational tnilitaryvehicles.
"'-- Attached booklet !s sent primarily for illustrations starting page 12.
Figure 4 (I"ord Glideair Scooter) is admittedly i:mpractic~ble since it would
require rail$
sim.ilar complete·ly smooth surface to operate on.
Figures 4to 8 give saucer appearance of aerial vehicle. Once lift l;t~s
been accom:piished through ground .. e#ect, aerial dynamics of the design
would enable a; vehicle to move like a jetplane.Proble:ms of ,maneuvera".
bili ty may-exist.
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4.E~erget:lCY PlanniilS (1JIlcl.assified) ~Yf.

(Reference Item,. 3, .January 27, 19~ Report)

.

A joint coIpInittee of medical department perso~el opera'ting
throu.gh the Single Manager for Medic.al Materiel has developed a list
of standard items which relate directly to the Office of Civii and Defense Mobilization (OCDM) list of "'survivaP' item.s in the health and
medic,al area. These are ite:ms which would be r'equired following a
nuclear attack, to sustain :life ,at a productive level.
.
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This list has been translated into electronic procedures ayailable to all m:edical depots. In addition to the standard identification
l)ttmbe-rs l the ite:ms have been. classified by category £or correlation
with activities of other governmental agencie s. In the event ofnucleCl.r
disaster, this procedure provides for:
a. lmm.ediate reaction by Defense medical services in the
area of emergency managem.ent.
b. A disaster catalog fo'r use until medical prod~ction facilities
are stabilized. TlUs covers so:me 700 item.s as compared to 700-0 in the
current medical materiel stock list.
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